
ORCHIDACEAE BACK-TO-BACK WINNER YESTERDAY AT LEOPARDSTOWN 

GROUP 3 IN DUBLIN IS NEXT IN LINE FOR THIS JUVENILE CHURCHILL FILLY 
 

 
 

Orchidaceae yesterday at Leopardstown in downtown Dublin made it two in row for the partnership of 

Team Valor International and Andy Oliver when winning a conditions race that last season was won by 

subsequent TVI acquisition Sea Singer. 

 

Breaking for a second consecutive time like a Quarter Horse, the daughter of many-times Champion 

runner Churchill eliminated any negative aspect of having to begin outside all 12 of her rivals by coming 

out of the Iron Monster half a length to the good of her nearest rival. 

 

Billy Lee had her in front with her ears pricked by a daylight margin, but kept the bay miss well off the 

rail until he neared the first bend, where he eased her over to continue on his pace-making way. The 

filly set the tempo on a rocking-horse lead. 

 

As the filly met the rising ground at the top of the lane, Lee said she “hit a flat spot” so he reached down 

and picked up the filly, as he looked for an increase in tempo. It was the first time in her 3-race career 

a jockey had asked the question and the answer was emphatic. 

 

Orchidaceae found a second gear, put even more daylight between herself and her nearest rival and 

her victory was never in doubt. With about a furlong remaining, she was at least 3 lengths clear. The 

runner-up, which was making her first start for Gary Barber and Eclipse, mounted what appeared to be 

a potentially serious challenge, but she was unable to land a blow. 

 

As the 3 to 1 joint favorite with the runner-up, the winner led home her two rivals in the market in what 

was a very formful race. The winner, stepping up a furlong in trip to seven-eighths of a mile after her 

victory last time out at The Curragh, relished the added ground. LINK 

 

 

https://streamable.com/fpyfin


 
 

Racing Post Analysis and comments: 

 

 
 


